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Lawyers for Illinois’ Democratic legislative leaders last week filed a motion to dismiss a lawsuit from Republicans and a Mexican American advocacy group regarding newly drawn legislative maps, ...
Democratic leaders in Illinois seek to dismiss redistricting lawsuits
Lawyers for Illinois’ Democratic legislative leaders last week filed a motion to dismiss a lawsuit from Republicans and a Mexican American advocacy group regarding newly drawn legislative maps, ...
Illinois Democratic legislative leaders file motion to dismiss GOP redistricting lawsuit
Lawyers for plaintiffs and the state told federal judges Wednesday the issues involved in two lawsuits challenging the state’s legislative redistricting plan are “straightforward” and ought to be reso ...
Federal 3-judge panel to decide whether Illinois redistricting plan is constitutional
TimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and digital subscribers. Full text is unavailable for this digitized archive article. Subscribers may view the full text of this article in ...
The New Constitution of Illinois.
The first step of passing a budget is to determine how much is available to spend. Illinois routinely misses the mark in estimating future revenues. There is a solution.
Foggy crystal ball leads to 21 years of Illinois budget deficits
TimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and digital subscribers. Full text is unavailable for this digitized archive article. Subscribers may view the full text of this article in ...
ILLINOIS.; The New State Constitution--The Vote on Saturday--A Large Majority in Favor of It--Other Results of the Election.
GOP should challenge remap in state court ...
GOP should challenge remap in state court
But the three-judge panel hearing the case appeared uncertain about how much time they actually have, given the deadlines that are spelled out in the Illinois Constitution and the fact that lawmakers ...
Panel of three judges to rule on Illinois election redistricting plan
Lawyers for plaintiff, state said the issues involved in two lawsuits challenging the state’s legislative redistricting plan are 'straightforward.' ...
Federal 3-judge panel to weigh fate of Illinois' redistricting plan
News and analysis from the politics team at The Atlanta Journal-Constitution A federal ruling on an Illinois congresswoman could have far reaching effects here in Georgia. On Thursday, the Federal ...
The Jolt: A federal decision on an Illinois rep could affect Democratic fundraising in Georgia
A new report confirms Illinois is among the worst in the country when it comes to funding its public pensions.
Illinois pensions among worst-funded in nation, report confirms
SPRINGFIELD – Lawyers for plaintiffs and the state told a panel of federal judges July 14 the issues involved in two lawsuits challenging the state’s legislative redistricting plan are ...
State redistricting plan case headed to federal court
Illinois' newly revised licensing scheme for pot businesses is unconstitutional, an applicant has argued in a lawsuit alleging that a late change to the state's social equity regime is unfair and that ...
Illinois Sued Over Revised Pot Biz Licensing Scheme
Last month, Illinois lawmakers passed Senate Joint ... Banning right-to-work in our state’s constitution adds an overreaching barrier to prohibit workers, employers and state legislators from ...
Your turn: Worker choice is on the ballot in Illinois
(H/t Prof. Ann Lousin, author of The Illinois State Constitution, part of the Oxford series.) The ruling means that the state can no longer collect the fee from mortgage foreclosure plaintiffs ...
Illinois Supremes Strike Foreclosure Filing Fee Under State Free Access Clause
SPRINGFIELD – Lawyers for plaintiffs and the state told a panel of federal judges Wednesday the issues involved in two lawsuits challenging the state’s legislative redistricting plan are “straightforw ...
Federal 3-judge panel to decide whether state redistricting plan is constitutional
Jim Nowlan has been a state House member, senior aide to three unindicted Illinois governors, and former chair of the Illinois Executive Ethics Commission.
Commentary: GOP should challenge remap in state court
Last month, the General Assembly in Illinois passed Senate Joint Resolution ... Banning right-to-work laws in our state’s constitution adds an overreaching barrier to prohibit workers, employers ...
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